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Introduction

 International tax issues have never been as high on the political agenda as 
they are today. 

 The integration of national economies and markets has increased 
substantially in recent years, putting a strain on the international tax rules.

 Weaknesses in tax rules created opportunities for base erosion and profit 
shifting (BEPS), requiring bold moves by policy makers to restore confidence 
in the system and ensure that profits are taxed where economic activities 
take place and value is created.

 Following the release of the report Addressing Base Erosion and Profit Shifting 
in February 2013, OECD and G20 countries adopted a 15-point Action Plan 
to address BEPS in September 2013. 

 The Action Plan identified 15 actions along three key pillars: introducing 
coherence in the domestic rules that affect cross-border activities, 
reinforcing substance requirements in the existing international standards, 
and improving transparency as well as certainty.



Introduction

 While Zimbabwe is not a member country of the OECD, it recognizes 

such initiatives and has included in its tax legislation some of the 

recommendations of the BEPS actions.

 One such initiatives was the introduction of taxation of income 

attributable to a PE.

 In this presentation discussion will be mainly on Permanent Establishment 

rules as they are provided for in the Zimbabwe domestic tax.

 Discussion will also cover some provisions of BEPS Action 7, as well as 

examples of countering avoidance of PEs



Basis of Taxation In Zimbabwe

 Zimbabwe is on “source” basis of taxation

 This means that income sourced in Zimbabwe is taxed in Zimbabwe

 Zimbabwe residence are taxed in Zimbabwe on income from a source in Zimbabwe or 

from a source deemed to be from Zimbabwe

 Non-residents operating in Zimbabwe through a PE are taxed in Zimbabwe on income 

attributable to that PE.



Basis of Taxation

 The term “source” is not defined in Zimbabwe statutes

 General guidance is sought from decided court cases

 The principle enunciated in the 1946 case of CIR v Lever Brothers and Unilever Ltd (1946) 

14 SATC by Watermeyer, CJ is still prevalent even in today’s interpretation of the word 

“source”

 In this case, the judge concluded that “…source of receipts, received as income, in not 

the quarter whence they come, but the originating cause of their being received as 

income and that this origination cause is the work which the taxpayer does to earn them, 

the quid pro quo which he gives in return for which he receives them”



Permanent Establishments Legislation in 

Zimbabwe
 Nations are conferred the right to tax income through Domestic legislation or Double 

Tax Agreements (DTAs)

 The concept of taxation of PEs is a common feature in DTAs.

 However, Zimbabwe introduced legislation, outside DTAs which confers to it the right 

to tax in Zimbabwe income attributable to a PE

 This legislation become effective from 1 January 2017 though the Finance Act was 

promulgated on 23 March 2017. 



Permanent Establishments Legislation in 

Zimbabwe
 Definition of PE

 Section 19B of the Act defines PE as:

1. A fixed place of business through which a company carries on business

 Fixed place includes:

 place of management: a place where executive directors and management 

transact the day to day business of the company. 

 A branch

 An office

 A factory



Permanent Establishments Legislation in 

Zimbabwe

 Definition of PE

 A workshop

 An installation or structure for the exploration of natural resources

 A mine, an oil or gas well, a quarry or any other place of extraction of 

natural resources



Permanent Establishments Legislation in 

Zimbabwe
 Definition of PE cont.

2. An agent acting on behalf of a non resident company and in doing so habitually 

concludes contracts on behalf of the non-resident company that bind (without 

modifications) the non-resident company and such contracts are:

 In the name of the company

 For transfer of ownership or granting of right of use of property owned by the company

 For provision of services by the company



Permanent Establishments Legislation in 

Zimbabwe
 Exceptions:

 Use of facilities solely for storage, display or delivery of goods or merchandise 

belonging to the enterprise

 Maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprises solely 

for the purpose of storage, display or delivery

 The maintenance of stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprises solely 

for the processing by another enterprise



Permanent Establishments Legislation in 

Zimbabwe
 Exceptions cont.

 Maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for the purpose of 

purchasing goods or merchandise or of collecting information for the 

enterprise

 The maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for the purpose of 

carrying on for the enterprise any other activity

 Overall activity of the fixed place of business is of a preparatory or auxiliary 

character 



Permanent Establishments Legislation in 

Zimbabwe

 Profit attribution

 Ito section 19A of the Act, a non-resident is taxed in Zimbabwe only if it is 
carrying on business in Zimbabwe through a PE

 Income that is taxable in Zimbabwe is income that is attributable to that 
PE

 Such income should be from trade i.e. income arising from business 
operations by the PE  and/or

 Investment, i.e. income arising from use in Zimbabwe of property or rights 
of the PE



Permanent Establishments 

Legislation in Zimbabwe
 Determination of Taxable Income of a PE

 Taxable income of a PE shall be determined in the same way as local 
corporates

 Income of a PE shall be determined as if it were a separate entity from the non-
resident company, i.e. income earned by the PE in its own right shall be taxed 
in Zimbabwe

 In determining taxable income, there shall be allowed as a deduction 
expenditure incurred by the PE, i.e. expenditure that would have been allowed 
if such expenditure were incurred by a company resident in Zimbabwe

 Allowable expenses of the PE shall include executive and general 
administrative expenses incurred in Zimbabwe or elsewhere but subject to the 
provisions of section 16(1)(r) and TP rules. 



BEPS Action 7

 BEPS = Base Erosion and Profit Shifting

 This action deals specifically with issues to prevent the artificial avoidance of a 
PE status

 It addresses among others the following issues:

(a) Commissionaire arrangements, i.e. replacements of a distributor with a 
commissionaire: arrangement through which a person sells products in a 
given State in its own name but on behalf of a foreign enterprise that is the 
owner of the products. 

 The independent agent may sell goods of the foreign enterprise in his country in 
return for a commission. 

 The foreign enterprise on one hand will avoid creating a PE in that country and 
as such may escape tax on income arising from the sale of its goods. 



BEPS Action 7

 The independent agent on the other hand will only be taxed in his country 

on commission and not on income from sale of the foreign entity’s goods. 

 In this arrangement, income arising from the sale of the foreign entity’s 

goods will escape tax in the country of residence of the agent where the 

goods will have been sold.

(b) Treating activities as preparatory or auxiliary in nature while in fact they are 
actual activities that could create a PE. This may be done by fragmenting 

activities and splitting them among several related companies arguing that 

such activities are merely preparatory or auxiliary activities. 



BEPS Action 7

(c) Splitting of contracts: A PE is created, for example, in the case of 

consultancy services being offered, where employees spend more than 6 

months in a period of 12 months on a particular or related assignment. 

 A PE could be avoided when a contract is split amongst several 

companies, possibly related, to reduce the duration of time spent on the 

contract. 

 This splitting could reduce the time spent on the project by each 

company thereby making them not qualify to be a PE whereas if the 

contract were to be combined and executed by one entity, it would 

take long to complete thereby creating a PE by virtue of time spent.



BEPS Action 7

(d) Contract negotiations: avoiding creating a PE where a contract is 

substantially negotiated in a state but formally concluded in another state

(e) Independent agent: a person who habitually exercises an authority to 

conclude contracts in the name of a foreign company claims to be an 

“independent agent” even though he is acting exclusively or almost 

exclusively for closely related enterprises 



BEPS Action 7
 Example: Commissionaire Arrangement:

 Facts:

 Company A is a resident of RSA which buys and sells cellphones. Company B, an 
associate of Company A resident in Zimbabwe, performs marketing and sales activities 
in Zimbabwe on behalf of Company A as a commissionaire. Company B sells the 
cellphones in Zimbabwe in  its own name but is able to rely on Company A, under the 
commissionaire agreement to satisfy the obligation to deliver the cellphones to the 
buyers. Company B does not own the cellphones at any point, nor does it have any 
entitlement to the amounts paid by the buyers for the cellphones. Those amounts 
belong to Company A. Company A pays Company B a commission equal to a 
percentage of the sales revenue received by Company A from sales made by 
Company B on behalf of Company A in Zimbabwe. Company B’s business consists 
solely of its activities for Company A. Company A has no operations of its own in 
Zimbabwe and makes no sales to customers in Zimbabwe other than those made by 
Company B on its behalf. 

 Required: Does this arrangement create a PE in Zimbabwe



BEPS Action 7

 Examples: Commissionaire Arrangement cont.

 Analysis

 This arrangements seeks to prevent a PE 

 Revenue from sell of cellphones in Zimbabwe could potentially escape tax in Zim

 Only commission income earned by Company B may be taxed in Zim

 However Action 7 seeks to counter this arrangement  as Company B only sells cellphones 
on behalf of company A

 It does not have other clients other than Company A

 Therefore this arrangement could create a PE in Zim and income attributable therefrom 
will be taxed in Zimbabwe



BEPS Action 7
 Example

 Facts:

 ABC, a company resident in Mauritius, owns the rights in a website. JKL, an 
associated company resident in Zimbabwe, performs marketing activities in Zim
on behalf of ABC under a services agreement with ABC. The agreement 
provides for the fee payable to JKL to be equal to a percentage of the sales 
revenue received by ABC from sales of advertising space to customers in 
Zimbabwe. JKL habitually plays the principal role leading to the routine 
conclusion of sales by ABC in Mauritius to customers in Zimbabwe without 
material modification of the terms and conditions on which the customers offer 
to purchase the advertising space. JKL’s business consists solely of its activities 
for ABC. ABC has no operations of its own in Zimbabwe and makes no sales to 
customers in Zimbabwe other than those made by JKL on its behalf.

 Required: Does this arrangement create a PE in Zimbabwe?   



BEPS Action 7

 Analysis

 JKL habitually plays a leading role that leads to conclusion of sells in 

Zimbabwe on behalf of ABC of Mauritius

 No material modifications to sell agreements is made by ABC

 ABC does not have any customers besides those found by JKL

 A PE is created in Zimbabwe in this arrangements 

 Profit attributable to the PE thus created will be taxed in Zimbabwe



BEPS Action 7

 Example of avoiding PE through activities of a preparatory or auxiliary character:

 Facts:

 OnlineCo is a company resident in Country R that sells goods through an online platform 
directly to customers in various markets including Country S. The goods are purchased from 
unrelated suppliers. OnlineCo operates a warehouse in Country S which is staffed by 25 
employees of OnlineCo. It leases the warehouse from an unrelated owner. The employees 
handle the receipt of shipments from suppliers, the stocking of the goods, and the execution 
of deliveries to customers in Country S, using independent delivery service providers, in 
accordance with instructions from OnlineCo’s head office.  

 OnlineCo has also an office in Country S which is located in a different place than the 
warehouse. OnlineCo’s office is staffed by 15 people, which are responsible for the 
merchandising of OnlineCo’s products and the collection of information from OnlineCo’s
customers in Country S. 

 Required: Are PEs created in Zimbabwe in the above arrangements?



BEPS Action 7

 Analysis

 Section 19B(2)(c) of Zim Income Tax Act provides that a PE is not created if a 
company:

(i) Uses facilities solely for storage, display or delivery of goods or merchandise 
belonging to the enterprise

(ii) Maintains stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprises solely 
for the purpose of storage, display or delivery

(iii) Maintains stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprises solely 
for the processing by another enterprise



BEPS Action 7

 The maintenance of the warehouse is not solely for storage, display or 

delivery of goods or merchandise belonging to Onlineco, neither is it for

 Storage, display or delivery of stock of goods or merchandise belonging 

to OnlineCo, nor is it for

 Maintaining of stock of goods or merchandise belonging to OnlineCo

solely for the processing by another enterprise



Permanent Establishments Legislation in 

Zimbabwe
Analysis Cont.

 Business activities carried on by OnlineCo at the warehouse and at the office constitute 

complementary functions that are part of a cohesive business operation

 The warehouse and the office constitute two PEs in Country S as each of these locations 

is a fixed place of business through which the business of OnlineCo is partly carried on

 The overall activity resulting from the combination of the activities carried on in Country 

S is not of a preparatory or auxiliary character.  

 Thus a profit attributable to the PEs will be taxed in Country S



Permanent Establishments

 Conclusion

 The concept of introducing legislation to counter BEPS through PEs is an anti tax 

avoidance measure which most tax jurisdictions use to prevent loss of revenue through 

avoidance of PEs

 While PEs are a common feature in DTAs, Zimbabwe by making special provisions in the 

Income Tax Act, is attempting to capture PEs that may have been created by 

companies resident in countries that have no DTAs with Zimbabwe.

 This will ensure that such companies contribute a fair share of tax to Zimbabwe

 There are continuous reviews and improvements in BEPS initiatives and it is hoped that 

Zimbabwe will continue to update its PE legislation to keep abreast with these reviews. 
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The End
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